Introduction
In many tokamak reactor designs, the conditions necessary for ignition are gained primarily by increasing the plasma current: energy confinement varies approximately linearly with plasma current, 2~ a I, and the plimit is proportional to the normalized current, (YaB), p,"" oc UaB. However, common confinement scalings, such as the ITER-89P confinement scaling (Yushmanov 1990) lead to very large and costly tokamak reactor designs. Significant reductions in the size of the reactor core, the capital cost of the reactor core, and the net cost of electricity can be realized if both the confinement and the p-limit can be increased (Galambos 1994) . Further improvements in the tokamak reactor concept can be made if these improvements in p,"" and 2~ are obtained in steady-state discharge conditions with a high bootstrap current fraction .
Many tokamak experiments are now routinely observing confinement times which far exceed that predicted by the ITER-89P scaling, often by factors of 3 to 4. For example, in DII-D high values of H (H = Z~h m~-g g p )
are observed in several operational regimes; VH-mode (Jackson 1991) , high internal inductance (4) H-mode (Lao 1993a), and high poloidal p (Politzer 1994) . The performance in the high confinenent regimes observed in the JET, JTdOU, TFTR, and DII-D tokamaks is no longer limited by transport or heating power, but instead are limited by stability limits at high BT (JET Team 1993 , Mauel 1993 , Zarnstorff 1993 , Taylor 1993 , Strait 1993 . Performance in present day tokamalrs can be improved if the P-limit can be increased while maintaining the observed high confinement. Our strategy for identifying a self-consistent high confinement high beta steady-state discharge scenario is to identify and maintain those features that are favorable for the high confinement and then modify the profiles to increase the stability limit, without adversely affecting the confinement. The features that we have identified that are favorable for high confinement are: (1) strong plasma shaping, high triangularity (5) and high elongation (K); (2) high plasma rotation, large shear in the ExB flow; (3) finite current density near the edge; (4) negative central shear; and (5) high q(0). We intend to show are compatible with steady-state high p.
In the next section, we review a number of high performance regimes that have been identified in DID-D experimental discharges, and discuss the features that we believe are important for achieving the high 1 performance. The profile considerations for achieving high confinement and the consistency with high beta are discussed. In Section 3 we identify a possible solution that allows for both high confinement and stability at high beta. We show transport simulations that indicate this high beta, high confinement regime can be obtained and sustained in future DIII-D with modest amounts of localized current drive in Section 4. We discuss these results and draw some conclusions in Section 5.
Experimentally Achieved Improved Confinement Regimes
Four regimes of improved plasma performance have been identified in DIII-D: these are high l j H-mode discharges (Lao 1993a, b; Ferron 1993) , second stable core discharges (Lazarus 1992), VH-mode discharges (Jackson 1991, Osborne 1994, Taylor 1992, Greenfield 1993), and high beta poloidal discharges (Politzer 1994) . We have identified several discharge features that are conducive to high confinement. These features are details of the plasma shape (Lazarus 1993 , Hyatt 1994 , the toroidal rotation and sheared ExB flow (Groebner 1993 , Burrell 1994 . and details of the current density or q profile. The current density profile or q profile features that are important include high 4, finite current near the edge (Ferron 1994) . and negative central shear.
Discharge shape
The highest confinement times in DIII-D discharges are obtained in strongly shaped plasmas with high triangularity, 6, and high elongation, K. The dependence of energy confinement time on the triangularity was first clearly noted in VH-mode discharges (Taylor 1993 , Osborne 1994 ). The energy confinement time increased with triangu1ari)ty in these discharges, and at the lowest triangularity, 6 --0.35 in single-null discharges (SND, VH-mode conditions were not obtained. Recently, we completed a detailed evaluation of the plasma performance on the shape of the plasma (Lazarus 1993 , Lazarus 1994, Hyatt 1994); four discharge shapes were optimized and studied in detail. As shown in Fig. 1 , the discharge performance (as measured by the product PZ) of the low triangularity discharges is not very high and increasing the elongation at low triangularity is not very effective at improving the performance. There is a substantial increase in the performance when the plasma triangularity is increased, and at high triangularity, increasing the elongation does result in a further increase in plasma performance. In both the high triangularity shapes, VH-mode was obtained; all features characteristic of VH-mode were observed including a clearly observable "spin-up" and an increase in the ExB shear flow in the region of 0.6 e p e 0.9. (Osborne 1994 ).
The high confinement regimes are also accessible at higher current as a consequence of strong shaping.
In all large tokamaks, the highest performance, as measured by P'T or n Ti 'T, is observed at 495 2 4 . In DIII-D, the highest performance is observed at qg5 -4.5 and the highest normalized peiformance, which we define as PNH, is at 495 = 6. However, we observe an increase in absolute performance with plasma current, as expected from prevalent confinement scaling laws, for q > 4. Higher triangularity and higher elongation allow higher plasma current with a given safety factor q. The increase in the performance from smaller elongation to higher elongation in Fig. 1 is primarily a consequence of the increase in the capability of the shape to cany more current.
An important consequence of the strong shaping is the improvement in confinement at high P. In low triangularity discharges, especially low triangularity single-null divertors, the confinement begins to degrade as PN = P/(I/aB) exceeds 2%-m-T/MA. In the higher triangularity discharges, the high confinement regime extends to higher P, up to PN nearly 4%-m-T/MA (Lazarus 1993).
Plasma rotation and sheared ExBflow
Sheared ExB flow has been identified as important cause of the reduced turbulence and reduced transport in tokamaks (Biglari 1990 , Shaing 1990 , Groebner 1993 , Burrell 1992 , Burrell 1994 . The increase in the sheared ExB flow in the edge region is the leading paradigm for the reduced transport and increased confinement in H-modes compared to Gmodes; there exists a large amount of experimental and theoretical support for this model. Stabilization of microturbulence by sheared ExB flow is also the leading candidate to explain the improved confinement in VH-mode discharges. There is a decrease in the transport and the measured turbulence in VH-mode discharges at the same spatial location (0.6 c p c 0.9) and at the same time in the discharge as the observed increase in the shear in the ExB flow (Osborne 1994) .
We have recently completed experiments on Dm-D using magnetic braking as an independent control of the plasma rotation, to verify that the plasma rotation and the ExB flow play a major role in the reduction of the transport (La Haye 1994, Burrell 1994). It has been shown experimentally and theoretically (Hender 1989 , Jensen 1983 that an imposed helical field interacts nonlinearly with the plasnia and will slow the plasma rotation -too large an external field results in "locked modes." In DIII-D discharges, an external
against low n kink modes with no wall stabilization is PN = 2.8%-m-T/MA; the experimental equilibria are calculated to be stable against low n kinks if wall stabilization is included. This analysis indicates that a 30% gain in the stability limit is provided by the wall. Higher beta is prevented by the appearance of TAE modes which result in a loss of heating efficiency. A rotating rn/n = 5/2 mode is observed during the discharge; starting before the high P phase.
Approximately 10 ms prior to the plasma termination, a nonrotating m/n = 3/1 mode begins to grow very
The growth rate of the 3/1 mode is y = (6 ms)-l con-1992)l becomes zero. It is expected that if the rotasistent with the expectation for a resistive wall mode (Bondeson 1994) . At the time the m/n = 3/1 mode charge exchange recombination measurements (Gohil tion could be maintained significantly different than zero at the 3/1 surface, higher P could be obtained. Several features of the current density and 4 profile have been shown to be imponant for improving Performance-In a n~~~b e r of tokamaks, both confinement and achievable p have been shown to increase with increasing internal inductance (Lao 1993a. b; Ferron 1993; Strait 1994a) . In DIII-D we have shown that the current density near the edge plays a role in achieving high confinement in certain operating regimes (Ferron 1994) and is in general unfavorable for achieving high beta (Strait 1993 , Taylor 1991 . A region near the axis with negative central shear allowing access to the second stability regime was identified in DIII-D experiments as favorable for high beta and very high central beta, and improved transport with a central negative shear has been shown in several experiments (Hugon 1992 , Tubbing 1991 . Hoang 1994 . Obtaining elevated central q values substantially greater than unity have been shown to reduce central transport in DIII-D high beta poloidal discharges (Politzer 1994 ) and may be important for achieving the best performance in DIII-D VH-mode discharges.
Both 2~ and p,"" have been shown to increase with increasing internal inductance, ti, although a self-consistent steady-state high pi scenario has not yet been identified at high &r. Several experiments have reported the use of negative current ramps and elongation ramps to transiently increase l j and ZE (Zamstorff 1992) . In DIII-D ELMing H-mode discharges H = 3.8 was achieved. Both theory and experimental results show that the P-limit increases with increasing l j and the maximum achievable P consistent with DIII-D experiment is given by Byax S 4 .ti YaB (Turnbull 1986 , Howl 1992 , Taylor 1991 , Lao 1993b . In DIII-D near circular discharges, ti was varied using different negative current ramp rates, and tlie P-limit was shown to scale linearly with ti in good agreement with the calculated ballooning limit. At pi -2, BN = 6%-m-T/MA was obtained (Ferron 1993 ).
The increase in both ZE and hmax with increasing pi would seem to make the high pi discharge scenario a very attractive high performance scenario. However, high PT was obtained at high t j using transient techniques and as the current profile relaxes towards a steady-state profile both pi and p,"" decrease. The decrease in l j is a consequence of the radial distribution of the bootstrap current. The bootstrap current density is proportional to &p', where E = r/Rg is the inverse aspect ratio, and p' is the pressure gradient (Kikuchi 1990) . At high p, p'near the boundary is always large and in most cases approaches the value marginally stable to ballooning. So at high P, fully relaxed profiles will include high bootstrap current near the plasma edge. Preliminary transport and current drive modeling of high P scenarios confirm the difficulty Recent experiments in DIII-D ELMing H-mode and VH-mode discharges have shown that current density near the edge has a favorable impact on confinement in these discharges although this current density leads to lower 4. In H-modes and VH-modes significant bootstrap current is calculated near the edge as a consequence of the high edge pressure gradient. The high confinement observed in VH-modes in JET and DIII-D is correlated to the local access to the second regime of stability to ballooning modes near the edge, afforded by the high edge current density (Greenfield 1993) . Negative current ramps are calculated to reduce the current density near edge on a short time scale. In Fig. 4 , we show the effect of negative current ramps on confinement. There are four discharges shown with different negative current ramp rates. The chain dash curve indicates a standard VH-mode discharge with the plasma current held constant: the maximum value of H is near 3.5, a typical value of DID-D VH-mode discharges. With a slight negative current ramp, dVdt= -0.5 W s , the confinement improves to H 3.9. PN reached 3.5%-m-T/MA for this case. Increasing the magnitude of negative current ramp, dZ/dt = -0.8 W s , also shows good confinement and the increase to high values of H has less of a time delay following beam injection. However, the high confinement for the -0.8 W s case is very short even though ti is higher and PN is lower, = 2, than the previously mentioned cases. Finally, at dvdt = -1 W s VH-mode is not obtained and H remains approximately 2 even though pi reaches a high value, 4 = 2.3. Furthermore, the highest confinement enhancement, H, in this discharge occurs not at the highest t j but a little later, after the negative surface voltage is removed and .!j begins to decrease. This relation between negative current ramps and the confinement is only observed in discharges with a substantial edge pressure gradients; and in ELMing H-modes, it is clear that with a sufficiently high negative voltage, the edge pressure pedestal is lost (Ferron 1994) . ,-One aspect of the q profile and current density profile that has been shown to be very beneficial to stability is a region of negative central shear, and the consequent access to second stability. Negative central shear with a second stable core were first observed in DID-D high beta discharges (Lazarus 1991, Lazarus 1992). The negative central shear region was produced by strong heating and ramping the discharge elongation up to K = 2.5; the resulting q profile and pressure profile are shown in Fig. 5 . The central beta reached 44%, and the volume average beta was &. = 1 1%. In addition to the second regime access and the important aspects concerning stability; 1) two low order rational, n=l, surfaces can co-exist without catastrophic reconnection, and 2) the existence of these two n=l surfaces does not necessarily negatively impact the maximum achievable beta; PT = 11% was maintained for 50 ms. It has been speculated that these two aspects might be a consequence 0.5 of the substantial separation of the two rational surfaces and the relatively strong magnetic shear at both rational surfaces. These characteristics will figure 0.0 strongly in defining a stable high performance scenario. The negative central shear also has a posi--OS (Tubbing 1991 , Hugon 1992 and Tore Supra (Hoang 1994) have observed reduced core transport in dis--1.5
There is experimental evidence in DIII-D discharges, that q(0) substantially greater than unity is favorable to reducing core transport and improving stability to ideal ballooning modes. Several early experiments and theory calculations show the benefit of higher q(0) in obtaining access to the second stability regime over the entire discharge (Simonen 1988 , Gerver 1988 , Chance 1991 . Recent experiments in 
The second stable core VH-mode
We have identified a high performance scenario with profiles that are consistent with high confinement, high p, and steady-state, obtainable with a modest amount of localized current drive. The basic ideas have been reported elsewhere (Chan 1993 , Taylor 1993 , Turnbull 1994b ) but here we describe a more complete selfconsistent scenario with slight modification of some of the details. We start with the conditions of VH-mode, observed in DII-D. The VH-mode has confinement more than sufficient for high performance, H > 3, and the current density profile and pressure profile are close to what we expect in high j 3 steady-state conditions. In this scenario, we maintain the strong plasma shape, 6 = 0.8, K = 2.1. The high plasma rotation and rotational shear observed in DII-D VH-modes are expected to be favorable for high p stability with the resistive wall as well as provide stabilization of turbulence for the improved confinement. We allow for large current density near the edge, the bootstrap current: we see no way to avoid this large edge bootstrap current at high p, and have determined no effective steady-state current drive scheme to remove it. The high pstability limit is increased by modifying the interior safety factor profile to be non-monotonic with high central q, q(0) = 3.9 and qmin = 2.6. The negative central shear is similar to that observed in DEI-D second stable core high p discharges, and so we have called this high performance scenario "second stable core VH-mode" (SSC VH-mode) (Turnbull 1994b) . The increase in the q(0) and the negative central shear has a number of motivations. Most importantly, the resultant current density and q profile provide stability to low n modes to high values of PT. High confinement discharges at high beta have finite p' at the boundary, which results in substantial edge bootstrap current. With 4(O) near 1, the high edge pressure gradient is destabilizing to low n kink modes (Strait 1993 , Ferron 1994 . By raising q(0) and qmin above low order rational surfaces, the stability limit is increased.
Previous p optimization studies (Turnbull 1989) in conjunctions with the straight tokamak model (Friedberg 1987 , Wesson 1978 . suggest this promising approach to improving stability. To lowest order, the stabilizing energy is proportional to (m -nq)2. To improve stability, surfaces where this terni vanishes should be eliminated as much as possible, and if the low order rational surfaces can not be eliminated, the volume where the stabilizing term (m -nq)2 vanishes should be kept as small as possible. In other words the low order rational surfaces which can not be eliminated should be in a region of high magnetic shear. The most dangerous MHD modes, m/n = 111, 312, Ul, and 512 can be entirely eliminated by raising q everywhere above 2.5. Stabilization of other modes is provided by ensuring that the shear near the remaining rational surfaces is large, either positive or negative. It is important to note that the second stable core high beta discharges exhibited this negative central shear region, q(0) = 1.1 and qmin = 0.85, and remained stable-for several energy confinement times, with two separate and saturated n=l modes (Lazarus 1991 , Lazarus 1992 ).
Improved stability with qmjn > 2.5 is expected to be much easier. Theories have also been developed which predict improved confinement (Kessel 1994 ).
In any steady-state high performance scenario, the current drive requirements are a concern. The second stable core VH-mode current profile has bootstrap current density profile similar to that of the final target profile. To obtain the inverted shape of the q-profile, modest localized current drive near the half radius is required. Electron cyclotron current drive, ECCD, is ideal for this task of localized current drive.
Modeling the second stable core VH-mode
In this section we describe the details of the self consistent modeling of the second stable core VH-mode. To evaluate the stability boundary for kink instabilities and to evaluate the impact of the proximity of the wall on the stability, we generated a set equilibria using the pressure profile from the transport analysis for the case PN = 5.7%-m-T/MA. The current profile and theq profile are shown in Fig. 7(b) ; note the high current density near the edge. The plasma shape was maintained fixed; Ro = 1.68 m, a = 0.62 m, K = 2.1, 6 = 0.8; the toroidal field was constant at BT = 1.95 T; the plasma current was constant at I = 1.6 MA, and qo and qmjn were held fixed at 3.9 and 2.6 respectively. The details of the q profile and the current profile varied roughly consistent with transport as P increased: in particular as i 3~ increased from 2.4 to 6.5%-m-T/MA, tj decreased from 0.74 to 0.55 and the edge current density increased from Jggl(J) = 0.23 to 0.64, where Jgg -is the flux surfaced average current density at the 95% flux and (J) is the total plasma current divided by the total poloidal cross sectional area. Both the increase in edge current and decrease in tj are in general destabilizing to low n kinks at high p.
The stability limit to low n kink modes depends critically on the stabilizing influence of the DIII-D vessel wall, as shown in Fig. 7 . Using the equilibria as described above, we varied the DIII-D wall position by uniformly increasing the distance from the plasma to the wall keeping the wall shape fixed. The location of the DIII-D wall with respect to the last closed flux surface is shown as an inset in Fig. 7 , as well as the case where the wall radius was increased by a factor of 2. The shape of the wall is not conformal to the plasma, but for the plasma shape shown the wall to plasma distance is rwa1l1a = 1.3. Low n mode ideal MHD stability was calculated with the code GAT0 (Bernard 1981) . As can be seen clearly in current profile is shown in Fig. 9 (0) as long as there is significant shear at the low order rational surfaces. The critical feature of the current profile is provided by ECCD with 0.32 MA driven off axis to achieve the inverted q profile. The total power for this scenario is 20 MW, PECH = 7 MW, PFW = 6.5 MW, PNBI = 6.5MW, and the confinement enhancement is H = 3.5.
Discussion
We have identified a self-consistent scenario for the simultaneous increase in beta and 0 confinement in steady-state conditions. Because the theory of transport in tokamaks is not sufficiently developed to complete predictive simulations, we have adopted a strategy in which we maintain those features which we have observed experimentally to be important for high confinement. We have then modified the current density (or q) profile in a manner consistent with the-features of high confinement and consistent with the transport and resultant bootstrap current, to increase the stability limit. The result is a configuration which we have called the second stable core VH-mode. This configuration combines the essential features of two separate experimental high performance operational modes frrst observed on DII-D, the second stable core high beta discharges, VH-mode discharges, and qo > 2 of high There are a number of features that we have found to be required to maintain the highest confinement in DIII-D discharges. These are strong shaping, especially high triangularity; sheared rotation or sheared ExB, and finite edge pressure gradient and finite edge current density. The negative central shear region and higher q(0) are clearly beneficial to increasing p and we believe from experimental results is favorable for high confinement. All of these features are maintained in the second stable core VH-mode.
We believe the plasma rotation is very important for both confinement and stability, and means to maintain the rotation and rotational shear should be taken into serious consideration in tokamak designs. The beneficial impact of sheared ExE flow on transport both theoretically and experimentally has been documented in a number of excellent papers. The results of independently controlling the rotation with external fields shows more clearly that the sheared ExB plays a major role in reducing transport. It is clear from the results shown here that maintaining the mode rotation is essential for high beta operation in DII-D; almost all discharge terminations in DII-D are a consequence of a non rotating low n mode. The emerging theory of the interaction of the plasma rotation and a resistive wall indicate that plasma rotation is essential (Bondeson 1994 , Jensen 1983 . The importance of rotation in achieving high performance, especially in achieving high beta, requires more emphasis and support for research in this area.
The improvement in the efficiency of tokamak reactors (measured by the cost of electricity) as a consequence of a simultaneous increase in the beta limit and the confinement has clearly been shown (Galambos 1994) . We have identified a scenario for which both beta and confinement can be increased, consistent with steady-state conditions; i.e. fully penetrated current density profiles. The key to the increase in the beta limit is the negative central shear with qmin slightly larger than small rational numbers, qmin > 1.0, 1.5, 2.0,2.5, etc. And the key to maintaining the appropriate q profile is current profile control with localized current drive. The simulations show ECCD is very attractive for controlling the current in both present day experiments (DIII-D SSC VH-mode), and reactor plasmas. We believe that the attractiveness of these profiles for increasing both confinement and beta in reactor plasmas using several different transport models warrants serious consideration and should lead to an active research effort in current drive and current profile control.
discharges.
Future experiments in DIII-D are planned to explore active control of these advanced regimes to pulse lengths up to 10 s: experiments on TPX will extend them to steady state (Goldston, 1994 
